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ABSTRJJCr
relevant rules ~ builds a data structure of

Recursive rules, sud1 as "Your parents' ances- prooosses whid1 atteltpt to derive the answer fran
tors are your anoostors", although very useful for the rules ~ other information stored in the data
theoren proving, natural language understanding, base. Sinoo \-Ie are using a sanantic ne~rk to
questions-~ring ~ informaticn retrieval represent all declarative information available in
systans, present problSlS for nany such systans, the systen we do rot m3ke a distinction between
either causing infinite loops or requiring that "extensicn~" ~ "intensional" data bases, i.e.
arbitrarily nany =pies of then be m3de. We have non-rules ~ rules are stored in the s~ data
written an inferenoo systen that can use recursive base. r-bre significantly, \-Ie do rot distinguish
rules without either of these pJ:d>lsns. '!he solu- "base" fran "defined" relations. Specific
tion appeared autanaticall y fran a teclmique instanoos of ANCES'roR may be stored as well as
designed to avoid redundant ~rk: A recursive a rule defining ANCES'roR. This point of view
rule Ciiuses a cycle to be built w an AND/OR graph contrasts with the basic assmption of several
of active p~s~. Ead1 pass of data ~ough the data base question answering systSIS [3,8,9]. In
cycle resulting w another answer. Cyclwg stops ajdition, the inferenoo systen des=ibed here does
as soon as either the desired answer is produced, not restrict the left h~ side of rules to =n-
ro In)re ~rs can be produood, or resouroo tam only one literal whid1 is a derived relation
rounds are exooeded. [3], does not need to reCX)gI1ize cycles in a graph

[3,8] ~ does not require that there be at least
Introduction one exit fran a cycle [8].

Recursive rules, such as "your parents' ances- '!he structure of prooosses may be vieNed as
tors are your anoostors", occur naturally in an AND/OR problsn reduction graph in whid1 the
inferenoo systans used for theoren proving, proooss ~rking on the original question is the
question ~ing, natural language understanding, root, and rules are problsn reduction operators.
~ information retrieval. Transitive relations, Partly influenood by Kaplan's producer-(X)r1Stmer
e.g. V(x,y,z) [ANCES'roR(x,y) & ANCES'roR(y,z)+ m:xlel [5], \-Ie designed the systen so that if a
ANCES'roR(x,z»), inheritance rules, ~.g. V(x,y'I?). proooss ~rking on sale problsn is aOOut to
[ISA(x,y) & HAS(y,p) + HAS(x,p)], cucular def~- create a proooss for a subpJ:d>lsn, and there is
tions ~ equivalences are all occurrenoos of another proooss already ~rking on that subproblsn,
recursive rules. Yet, recursive rules present the parent proooss can m3ke use of the extant
problSlS for systen ilTIplSlentors. Inferenoo proooss ~ so avoid solving the s~ problsn
systsns whid1 use a "naive chaining" algoritiun can again. The m3thod \-Ie eIlploy harrlles recursive
go into an infinite loop, like a left-to-right rules with no additional nechanism. The struCture
top-;:k1..m parser given a left recursive granmar of prooosses may be vi~ as an active =nnection
[4}. Sore systans will fail to use a recur- graph, but, as will be seen below, the size of the
sive rule In)re than onoo, i.e. are ina:llplete resulting structure need rot depend on the number
[ 6, 1 2] . Other systans build tree-like data of tilI"es a recursive rule will be used.
structures (=nnection graphs) =ntaining brandles
the length of whid1 depend on the number of tim3s '!his paper des=ibes how our systen hanlles
the recursive rule is to be applied [2,13). Sinoo recursive rules. Aspects of the systen rot
sane of these build the structure before using it, directly relevant to this issue will be abbreviated
the =rrect length of these brand1es is problSlBtic. or anitted. In particular, details of the matd1
Sore systans eliminate recursive rules by deriving routine whid1 retrieves fonm.Ilas unifiable with a
~ adding to the data base all inplications of given fonm.Ila will rot be discussed (but see [10).
the recursive rules in a special pass before roIInal
inferenOO is done [9). '!he Inferenoo Systen

'!he inferenoo systen of SNePS [ 11 ) was designed . .
to use rules stored in a fully indexed data base. '!he ~ePS inferenoo systen ~lds a ~aph of
Wh stion is asked, the systen retrieves prooosses [7,11]. to answer a question (derJ.ve

en a que instances of a gJ. ven fonm.Ila) based on a data base
--- ~--'" ~n part by the Nati onal of assertioos (grourrl atanic fonm.Ilas) ~ rules
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registers whidl contain data, and eadl process may signifying that TT8 has been derive:!. SWI'lUi
seOO nessages to otl1er processes. Since in this seOOs to its ooss the application 0\8, the sub-
systen, the nessages are all answers to ~ate ques- stitution derive:! fran a by replacing each teIIn
tion, we will call a process P2 a ooss of a process t in a by t8. 1he effect of the SWITai is to
P1 if P1 sends nessages to P2. scmprocesses change the answer fran the context of the vari-
called data collectors, are distinguished by ~ abIes of T to the context of the variables of Q.
features:-1) they can have rore than one ooss; 2) In our example, the aIAIN might san the answer
they store all nessages they have sent to their 8={c/x}. SWI'lUi ~uld the! send a\8 = {b/x,x/y}\
oosses. The stored nessages are used for two {c/x}= {b/x,c/y} to the mFER, irxlicating that
purposes: a) it allows the data collector to avoid Qa\8 = P(x,a,y) {b/x,c/y} = P(b,a,c) has been
sending the s~ nessage twice; b) it allows the derived. '!be il;tX>rtance of the ~act;Dring of the ,
~ta <;:ollector to be given a new ooss, which can In:JU of Q. ~ T ~to the sour~ b~ a and the !
irmediately be brought up to date by being given targ7t b~g T - a separatJ.on whidl the SWITCH
all the nessages already sent to the otl1er oosses repaJ.rs -- J.S that the aIAIN can ~rk on T in the
Four types of processes are important to the . context of its original va:r;iables and report to

discussion of recursive rules. '!bey are called m:my oosses, each through J.ts own SWI'lUi.
INFER, aIAIN, SWITai and FILTER. mFER ~ aIAIN A aIAIN process is created to use a particu-
are data collectors, SWITai ~ FILTER are not. lar substitution instance, T, of a particular

fon11llla, A 1 &. . . &Ak:oT to deduce instances of TT.
Four Processes Its answers, which will be sent to a SWITai will

be substitutions 8 such that TT8 has been d~uced
An mFER process is created to derive using the rule. For eadl Ai, 1$i$k, the aIAIN

instances of a fonlUlla, Q. It first matdles Q tries to discover if AiT is deducilile by creating
against the data base to find all fonlUllas ~ mFER process for it. However, an INFER process
unifiable with Q. The result of this matdl is a In1.ght already be ~rking on Aia. If a=T, the
list of triples, <T, T , a>, where T is a retrieved already extant rnFER is just what the mAIN wants.
fonlUlla called the target, and T and a are sub- It takes all the data the mFER has already
sti tutions called the target binding azxl source collected, and adds itself to the mFER I s oosses
binding respectively. Essentially T and a are ~ that it will also get future answers. If a '

factored versions of the rost general unifier J.S rore general than T, the mFER will produce all
(In:JU) of Q and T. Pairs of the In:JU whose variables the data the CHAIN wants, but urManted data as
are in Q a~ar in a, while those whose variables ~ll. In this case the mAIN creates a FILTER
are in T ~ in T. Any variable in term position process to stard between it azxl the INFER. The
is taken fran T. Factoring the In:JU obviates the FI~'IER stores a substitution consisting of those
need for renaming variables. For exaIYple if paJ.rs of T for whidl the term is a constant azxl
Q=P(x,a,y) azxl T=P(b,y,x)', ~ ~uld have when it receives an answer substitution f~ the
cr={b/x,x/y} azxl T={a/y,x/x} (the pair x/x is mFER, it passes it along to its aIAIN only if
included to make our algorithms easier to describe). the stored substitution is a subset of the answer.
Note that Qa = TT = P(b,a,x), the variables in the For example, if T ~ {a/x,y/z,b/w} azxl a were
variable position of the substitution pairs of a {u/x,v/z,v/w}, a FIL'lER ~ld be created with a
are all azxl only the variables in Q, the variables sutstitution of {a/x,b/w}, insuring that urManted
in the variable position of T are all azxl only the answers such as {c/x,d/z,b/w} produced by the rore
variables in T, all terms of a CaIre fran T, and general INFER ~ filtered out. If a is not
the ron-variables in T c~ fran Q. a:xIpatible with T, or is less general than T, a

TeN rnFER must be created. ~ver, if a is less
For each matdl <T, T , a> that an INFER finds general than T, the old mFER might already have

for Q, there are b\C possililities \-Ie shall consider. collected answers that the neN one can use. These
First, T might be an assertion in the data base. are taken by the neN INFER and sent to its oosses.
In this case, a is an answer (Qa has been derive:!). Also, since the new mFER will produce-all the
If the mFER has already stored a, it is ignored. ~itional answers that the old one ~ld (plus
Otherwise, a is stored by the mFER and the pair others), the old INFER is elilTlinated ~ its
<Q,a> is sent to all the INFER's oosses. For a to bosses given to the new INFER with intervening
be a reasonable answer, it is crucial that all its FILTERs. 1he net result is that the s~
variables occur in Q. The other case \-Ie shall con- structure of processes is created regardless of
sider is the one in whim T is the consequent of whether the rore general or less general question
Sate rule of the foIIn A1&.. .&An:oT. (Oolr systen was asked first.
allows other fOnTS of rules, but consideration of
this one will suffice for explaining how \-Ie handle A aIAIN receives answers fran INFERs (possilily
recursive rules). In this case, the mFER creates filtered) in the foIIn of pairs <Ai,8i> irxlicating
b\C other processes, a SWI'lUi and a CHAIN to that Ai8i, an instance of the anteCBJent Ai, has
derive instances of TT. '!be SWITCH is made the been deduced. Whenever the aIAIN collects a set
alAIN's OOSS, and the INFER the SWI'lUi's OOSS. of consistent substitutions {8i,...,j3n}, one for
It IlaY be the case that an already extant CHAIN each anteCBJent, it sems an ~ to its oosses
rray be used instead of a neN one. 1his will be consisting of the catt>ination of 81,..., 8k (where
discussed below. the combination of 81 = {t11/v11,...,t1n,/v1n1}

,...,8k = {tk1/vk1,...,tknk/vknk} is the In:JU of
The SWI'lUi process has a register which is the expressions (v11,...,v1n1,...,vk1,...,vknk) azxl

set to the source binding, a. 1he answers it (t11,...,t1n1,...,tk1,...,tknk) [1, p.187]).
receives iran the mAIN are substitutions 8,
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In the SNePS inference system, recursive
rules cause cycles to be built in a graph structure
of processes. ~ key features of the inference
system which allON recursive rules to be handled
are: 1) the processes that produce derivations sw=i
(INFER and a'IAIN) are data cx>llectors: 2} data I (y/Wf Icx>llectors never SeM the sane answer ITDre than I ... I
once; 3) a data cx>llector may report to ItDre than

~o~ boss: 4) a neloi OOSS may be assigna:i to a data ~R(William.z)
cx>llector at any tiIre -- it will ilmeiiatel y be
given all previously cx>llectsi data: 5} variable
contextS are localized, SWI'Iai changing cx>ntexts R(William. y)
dynamically as data flCXo1S around the graph: 6}
FILTERs allON ITDre general producers to be used I ~;," I
by less qereral cx>nsurrers. I 'z/y . I
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